
About Tecsis:
Tecsis is a leading European manufacturer of measuring and sensor technology products with
a history of more than 90 years. Its main products include force measurement, pressure
measurement, temperature measurement and pressure switches, etc. More details about
Tecsis could be found at www.tecsis.de.

Challenges:
The client wanted its brochure to be fully localized from English into Chinese-simplified and
1,000 copies printed out. The source file was in InDesign format and all pictures were
requested to be localized as well. There were plenty of technical terms that needed translating
and many images required for the printing process were missing in the source file.

ICTLIZ Approaches:
A team comprising elite linguists, graphic designers and DTP specialists was assigned to the
project. For a seamless translation of the technical terms, the team kept in contact with the
Tecsis technicians at the starting stage; for the missing pictures, the team went through all the
PDF deliverables of previous projects with Tecsis.

The DTP specialists first analyzed the source file, gathered the pictures and created the .INX
files for further conversion into the .TTX format, which could be processed with the Trados
software by the translators. All tags were managed to be kept perfectly during this process.
The translated .TTX file in bilingual format was then reviewed by a second linguist in case of
mistranslation and grammatical or spelling errors. Subsequently, the DTP specialist
combined the localized images and text together and printed the PDF file for proofreading.

Before printing the hard copies, a scrupulous checkup of the final deliverable had to be made,
and only after the client review did we give a go to the printing house, so that unnecessary
printing cost could be avoided.

Read Also: We Need Translations although We Have English

Benefits:
The client received the desired Chinese version of Tecsis brochures and managed to crack the
Chinese market with the least effort shed.

About ICTLIZ:

https://www.ccjk.com/languages/chinese-translation-services/
https://www.ccjk.com/need-translations-although-english/


ICTLIZ.com is a leading information communication technology translation and localization
company with over 10 years of experience providing world class ICT language solutions for
global business partners. Not only do we manage language translation, we also take a major
percentage of the earnings to invest in localization technologies, and, thanks to these strategic
efforts, a comprehensive localization capability has been developed within ICTLIZ.com.
These efforts make us stand out from the ordinary translation agencies and help greatly
envision what the landscape of the translation and localization industry could be like in very
foreseeable future.

Take a look at how we helped our client by localizing their project for English language.
Click here to read the complete case study

https://www.ccjk.com/case-studies/slovenian-tourist-board-case-study/

